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About Almond
We tell unusual stories about real people living in a 
fantasy world. You will read them in our books and watch 
them on tv and in movies. The door to the Impossible is 
open... welcome to our world! 

ho paura della Serramonica. Tremo solo a pensare questa 

strana donna avvolta nel suo lenzuolo bianco, perché per 
sconfiggerla bisogna darle la mano, cosa che 
non farò mai!  

THE MISTERY OF THE SERRAMONICA

JULIAN MARIE RENAUD

Actor
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The second book

Diary of a nerd
Genre: Comedy
Writer: Philip Osbourne 
Pages: 160
Kids- 10-14 years
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A funny book consisting of two different 
diaries written by the same kid: One 
is the diary of a young genius, and the 
other is a sportsman of love. Nerds are 
the main characters of this 
hilarious illustrated 
book.

Phil is a twelve year old boy living in Manhattan, 
who is a very talented nerd, an intellectual who 
likes to spend his days with his friends, the” geek 
team”. He loves Loren, but he   also knows that 
he could never compete with Ted, the Loren’s 
boyfriend. One night, while the nerd was asleep 
the Star Wars character Darth Vader appeared 
like a vision inviting him to use his strength to 
challenge the bullies and conquer his beloved. 
Phil reads a newsletter promoting a sabre 
course, it’s a signal from his Star Wars 
idol!  Without his friends knowledge, he starts his 
training and he soon becomes a champion but 
he fears judgments and critics. For this reason he 
invents the figure of the “cousin Mike” thanks 
to a jacket found during an award ceremony 
and the idea of his sister Elen. When Phil wears 
Mike’s clothes he’s a saber champion and a cool, 
cocky and very social boy. The opposite of his 
real nature. 

Phil wants to conquer the Loren’s heart with the 
help of Mike. He plans a series of lies in order to 
make his cousin Mike more  of a real person to 
Loren’s eyes.
The guy is  competing in the Finals of Sabre 
National Championships, his lies are working 
well with good results. 
But it’s not as it seems, something is going 
wrong… A policeman discovers that Phil and 
Mike are the same person. The back judge 
disqualifies him, even though if he is only one 
point away from winning the match. Loren is 
really disappointed in seeing a nerd in front of 
her and asks him to never phone again.
The nerd is very clever and he’s also involved in 
an important Junior Mathematics Competition 
with his team. Phil, George, Nicholas and Elen 
(the coach) take an hard training program and 
are ready to face the last challenges.
Phil is in the Finals against the terrific Big Mind 
Kill. He’s bewitched by the girl. 
There is something between the two geniuses… 
When the judge reads the last question, they 
give the same answer at the same time and the 
two teams win an ex aequo cup. 
“The Killers Mind” and “The Ping Pong Theory” 
are the new champions. Phil, George, Nicholas 
and Elen have a new entry in the clan.

The thousand lights ofHollywood
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The Nerd’s Team- consisting of Phil, his sister Ellen, and his best friends 
George and Nicholas- has a new element now: ‘Big Mind Kill’.
Phil Dick is the leader of the nerds’ Mathematics Super Team.  They play 
together and easily win the National Science and Math Championships.  
Everyone thinks that Phil is brilliant- even his teachers at school!  One 
day, during a literature test, Phil is distracted and fails to get an ‘A’.  He 
is so embarrassed by his grade that he hacks into the school computer 
network and changes his grade from ‘C’ to ‘A’.  What he doesn’t know is 
that Professor Gray has witnessed his hacking - and decides to punish him 
in his own way- by defeating him in the new competition - in Hollywood!
The Nerd Team- now called the “Ping Pong Theory” - and their families 
travel to Hollywood, California to compete on a TV show for Nerds 
and Geeks.  Little does the Nerd Team know that Professor Gray has 
assembled a super team, “The Avengers of Numbers” (who are inspired 
by the famous ironic comic book heroes), to defeat them.  One night, Phil 
is awakened by a strange version of E.T. (the extra-terrestrial)! He can’t 
understand the ‘alien’, but the next day when he reads that someone has 
stolen some famous movie props- R2D2, C3PO, the Back to the Future 
DeLorean car and a model of the Starship Enterprise. Phil realizes that 
E.T. came to warn him of Professor Gray’s plot and to help him win the 
competition.  The Nerd Team is devastated by the theft of some of their 
favorite iconic film props.
“The Ping Pong Theory” reach the final round of competition and their 
opponents are the “Avengers”.  But during this game Professor Gray 
screens a video of Phil hacking into the school network and changing his 
grade.  Phil is humiliated in front of his family and friends, and finally 
realizes that even though he is exceptional in some talents, he must 
accept his limitations with humility in others.  Just as it seems that 
all is lost, the E.T. parody arrives to help Phil solve the mystery of the 
movie prop thefts- it was Professor Gray!  When Gray was 

a kid, he had been mocked as a conceited geek.  
Ever since then he rejected his geek-hood and has 

tormented nerds and tried to destroy their favorite 
pop culture icons. The “Ping Pong Theory” doesn’t win 

the competition - but they are the heroes of nerds 
everywhere for saving the beloved film props. Phil 
and the Nerds are enthusiastically celebrated by 

all the competitors of the competition.
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Genre: Comedy
Writer: Philip Osbourne 
Pages: 160
Kids -10-14 years
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Vincent is a teen Nightmare Blogger. Teenagers 
all around the globe love him but his extreme 
connection to Edgar Allan Poe is almost driving 
him crazy.
He has extrasensory perception and he knows 
that in order to understand his infernal powers 
he will have to trace back the mysterious events 
that marked the final days of the writer from 
Baltimore.

“He didn’t know he had been adopted, didn’t know his 
own roots and didn’t realize that foreseeing the future 
was not as beautiful as he thought, because the doors he 
would peek in were opening on evil. When he turned 14 
he kissed Mary. The moment locked on to hers, he saw 
the future for the very first time. While he was watching 
a tv series trailer, he saw the accident that would have 
gotten Mary hospitalized. He couldn’t ever love love 
anyone.”

I’m the NIGHTMAReS BLOGGER

YOUNG POE

Introduction by horror 
cinema maestro
Brian Yuzna

Phili p  OSbOURNE
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YOUNG POE
I’m the NIGHTMARES BLOGGER

On October 3rd 1849 writer Edgar Allan Poe was 
walking move Baltimore in a state of delirium, “
in big trouble and in need of immediate assistance”, 
according to the man who found him, Joseph 
W. Walker. He was taken to Washington College 
Hospital where he died on Sunday October 7th at 
5.00 am.
Poe never came to his senses enough to explain 
the circumstances that had him in such terrible 
conditions and the reason why he was wearing 
someone else’s clothes. How could these events on 
October 6th 1849 affect young Vincent? Had Poe 
planned a way to come back to life?

Phili p  OSbOURNE

• Philip Osbourne was born in Portsmouth, Maine 
and attended the University of Maine.  He began writing for comic books while still in college and his works include 
“Jenna” (with Jim Fern, Joe Rubinstein and Paul Di Anno of the band Iron Maiden) and the critically acclaimed “Touch” 
(illustrated by David Mack and Wellinghton Dias). “Hollywood Noir” was a collaboration with Dario Gulli and was illustrated 
by the celebrated Dick Giordano.  Osbourne has written articles for cinema magazines such as Empire, as well as worked 
with horror icon Brian Yuzna on film projects. Now that he is a father, he is launching his new passion: a line of funny 
fascinating and always surprising youth books. His work has been published internationally in the UK, Germa-
ny, Italy, Austria, Czech Republic, Australia and New Zealand. “Diary of a Nerd” is the last novel for 
kids and it has been pusblished in Italy, France, Brazil, Russia and Romania.

YOUNG POE
Genre: Mystery- Horror-  
Age: Young Adult
Writer: Philip Osbourne
Graphic Designer: Studio DG
Pages: 160
Language: English
Available: Italian language



After “Diary of a Nerd”, author Philip Osbourne 
returns to the ‘kids novel’ with a supernatural horror 
story that deals with difficult issues in a fun way.

How to go beyond fears, even the most atavistic and 
shocking ones?  What is the boundary between Good and 
Evil?  Alan, the novel’s protagonist, is a 12 year old boy who 
is confronted by ‘Serramonica’, an unsettling supernatural 
creature that is awakened  from beneathe the school 
basement by three school bulles.
Serramonica is a scary old woman wrapped in a long white 
cloth who has extraordinary super powers.  There is only 
one way to stop her: Take her by her hand an pull her back 
into her own dimension!

GHOSTS GHOSTS 
and BULLIESBULLIES
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Genre: Mystery- Horror-  
Age: Kids
Writer: Philip Osbourne
Pages: 160
Language: English
Available: Italian language

GHOSTS and  BUllIES 



Ghosts and Bullies follows the rational and 
mathematical Alan as he faces and analyzes his fears in 
order to overcome them.  As in all of his novels, author 
Philip Osbourne talks about important concepts like 
diversity and the eternal struggle between good and 
evil. After his parents’ divorce, the traumatized Alan 
turns inward and becomes an introverted science buff.  
He loves to manage his Youtube Channel that he uses 
to explain mysteries from a scientific point of view.  
Serramonica puts his scientific explanations to the test.
The book is replete with characters that are wildly 
eccentric, yet completely plausible.  Lucy is the ‘loner’ 
who creates colorful flying snakes from empty cans and 
buttons.   (“Once I finish my recycled winged reptiles 
natural park, everyone will come into my inverted 
world!”) 
Mr. Bowie is the insecure school principal who has a 
phobia of rats.  (“If they were half as tall as a human, 
mankind wouldn’t have a chance against them.  Go 
away- to another planet- yes, even you Mickey Mouse!”)  
Stan Kubert is a bragging bully during the day, but 
when he is alone he dreams of being a pastry chef 

who makes underprivileged kids’ Christmases a little 
brighter.
Once the manhole in the school basement is 
opened, Alan and the other students are invaded by 
Serramonica and her ghostly minions.  And it is Alan 
who must offer his hand to her in order to drag her 
back into her dark world.  To do that, he must let go of 
his rationality and his fears.  It is time for Alan to grow!  
“I’m not scared of vampires because they can be 
destroyed with a stake to the heart… and a ray of 
sunlight will melt them like ice cream.  I’m not afraid 
of ghosts because they are lazy and hate to go out.  At 
worst, they are like Casper, nice and plump, with the 
aim to make friends instead of terrified enemies.  I’m 
not afraid of werewolves because at night I’m in my 
house- I don’t walk around outside in the full moon.  
Anyway, I always keep some silver items with me, 
just in case- it is like kryptonite to Superman.  But- I 
am scared to death of Serramonica.  Thinking of this 
ancient crone wrapped in a white cloth makes me 
tremble with fear-  because to beat her I must take her 
by the hand… and I will never do that- NEVER!”

GHOSTS GHOSTS 
and BULLIESBULLIES
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Based on a true story, “Mr. Night and the Bullies” is a fantasy-horror story 
which narrates the deeds of Mr. Night, a monstrous creature able to avenge 
those who evoke him. Philip Osbourne deals with the issue of bullying in 
amusing yet at the same time serious tones, relating a real life experience. A 
novel for teenage boys and girls which, as in all the other works written by the 
author of “Diary of a Nerd”, encourages them to awaken their artistic souls 
and to face life’s challenges, whether big or small, with courage.

Philip Osbourne has published his novels and graphic novels in the USA, 
France, Germany, Russia, Poland, the Czech Republic and Italy, and has wor-
ked together with leading artists such as Dick Giordano, Takeshi Miyazawa, 
Brian Yuzna and Paul Dianno (Iron Maiden frontman).

There’s only one way to stop bullies… 
and that’s by relying on a monster! 

“The night brought him to us and the 
day left him inside our souls” 

BULLIES
Mr. Night and the 
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BULLIES
Mr. Night and the 

Genre: Mystery- Horror-  
Age: Kids
Writer: Philip Osbourne
Pages: 240
Language: English
Available: Italian language

Mr. Night and the  BUllIES 



DREAM
DEFENDERS

THE

DEFENDERS

THE

Five kids team up as Dream Defenders 
to protect our world from the creatures 
of our dreams and nightmares.

Seven portals allow the scary creatures living 
in our dreams to cross the border and get into 
the real world. Before the monsters find the 
way to cross the access points and invade the 
Earth they must be stopped and segregated in 
the world of nightmares.
Stan, Bill, Jack, Steve and Ann have been 
grounded at school for a number of different 
reasons. During one forced afternoon 
stay at school they meet and put their yet 
undiscovered talents together to save the 
world form the frightening creatures. 
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A coming-of-age book between “Stand By Me” 
and “The Goonies” with fantasy and ironic twist. 
The protagonists represent five different kinds of 
personalities: the genius, the rebel, the braggart, the 
coward and the impulsive. What was supposed to 
be a punishment for their misbehaviours will them 
together instead. Once they’ve been taken into the 
same room and gotten to know each other, they find 
out the world is in real danger. As no one believes 
them, they will have to solve it by themselves, using 
talents and skills they didn’t even know they had.

PHILIP OSBOURNe &  MARTIN STEEL

The 
Dreams 
Defenders
Genre: Adventure- Horror 
Age: 10-13 years
Writer: Philip Osbourne & Martin Steel
Illustrations: Antonio J. Rojo
Pages: 160

THETHE

DEFENDERSDEFENDERS
DREAMDREAM



WITCH IN the KITCHEN
The Magic School

Sally SANDERS

Sally SANDERS
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Malibu, California.  
Did you know that you could learn how to be a witch 
by cooking?
An illustrated novel where the protagonist, a 13-year-
old girl, will learn how to apply magic to cooking, an 
ability that will allow her to fight against Evil.
Real recipes, tips on how to create real magic courses 
at home and a lot of funny stories!

WITHC IN THE KITCHEN
Genre: Teen - Adventure
Age: 10-13 years
Writer: Sally Sanders
Pages: 160

WITCH IN the KITCHEN
The Magic School

Sally SANDERS
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Set in Columbus, Ohio, this book tells the 
adventure of Mike Mann, a young wizard’s 
apprentice of alien powers, and his best friends, 
Sabry and Elen.  Mike learns how to manage 
the alien power thanks to Roosevelt 52 (an 
extraterrestrial who will reveal to him the truth 
about his parents’ disappearance) and  his 
“special” school. 

If Harry Potter studies in a school of wizardry-
Mike Mann is the apprentice of alien powers.
In Philip Osbourne’s exciting new novel, Aliens 
are just like Xavier in the ‘X-Men’, 
but they train ‘special’ kids to harness the Power 
of the Light!

ALIENS LIVE!      
AND MIKE MANN
LEARNS FROM 
THEM...
TO GET THEIR 
POWERS!

Alien Academy
Genre: Sci-Fi
Writer: Philip Osbourne
 & Marteen Steel
Pages: 160
Young Adult
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Alien Academy
Genre: Sci-Fi
Writer: Philip Osbourne
 & Marteen Steel
Pages: 160
Young Adult

A boy finds a costume fully equipped 
with super powers created by the 
CIA to fight the forces of evil. A few 
side-effects: No instruction manual 
and a dangerous criminal who will do 
anything to lay his hands on it.

Mike Lee has recently moved to New Jersey 
and he doesn’t really get on with his friends at 
school because he doesn’t respect the rules. 
After his dad ended up on the front pages of 
the Big Apple newspapers for a burglary that 
he has never committed, young Mike finds it 
really hard to talk to his classmates and his 
impulsive attitude doesn’t help him with the 
teachers either.
During an afternoon walk on along the 
Hudson’s River  edge he finds a suitcase with 
a crazy costume inside. The moment he puts it 
on he gets  into trouble with the CIA as well as 
with a dangerous criminal but he also starts 
growing mature and will be able to solve his 
dad’s mystery.

No-Hero- First Volume
Genre: Superheroes
Writer: Philip Osbourne & 
Marteen Steel
Illustratations: Antonio 
Matt Tavares
Pages: 160
Age: 10-14 years
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There are a thousand ways to cheat, 
getting out of your routine or maybe to keeping 

your mother-in-law at a distance for a while...Julian Marie Renaud knows them all very well. 
She experimented them and collected them.

UNBELIEVABLE 
BUT TRUE

Roy Sullivan was the unluckiest man in history.
Struck by lightning seven times, the ranger 
has been called the American Electro.

Kids
UNBELIEVABLE BUT TRUE
250 Pages   
1 book of 256 pages
or 2 books of 128 pages

A woman giving birth to 8 children at once everytime she’s 
pregnant and many other unbelievable, real, facts.

100 stories incredible but real stories, with 
great illustrations
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There are a thousand ways to cheat, 
getting out of your routine or maybe to keeping 

your mother-in-law at a distance for a while...Julian Marie Renaud knows them all very well. 
She experimented them and collected them.

1000 WAY to GET...
Julian Marie Renaud 

“1000 ways to cheat on your wife”, “1000 ways to get revenge on men”, “1000 ways to get out: from  routine to tax”, “1000 ways to abandon 
you mother-in-law before your holidays”,  “1000 ways to get revenge on your business colleagues” and  “1000 ways to go on full throttle!” 
The first 6 volumes of “1000 Ways to...” are written and illustrated by Julian Marie Renaud.Politically incorrect but never off-beat, they are 
both illustrated guides and subtly ironic novels. Witty, funny pop books that will make you think and laugh at the same time, a breath of 
fresh air that will allow you, and all of us, to talk about our dark side. Addressing both a male and female audience, Renaud’s books are the 
best choice for a clever, funny reading.

ITALIAN EDITION...
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Actor
I’M AN

SCREENWRITER

I’M A

Director

I’M A

3 BOOKS

Three funny guides that will tell kids 
everything about their dream jobs: actor, 
director and screenwriter.
The illustrated series will follow Nicholas 
practicing the techniques that will teach him 
how to become a young artist.
The first volume, I’m an Actor, will explain 
the main acting methods for theatre and 
cinema and the possible hidden dangers you 
might experience on stage.

I'M AN
ACTOR
Genre: Guide
Age: 10-13 years
Writer: Julian Marie Renaud
Pages: 128

11



3 BOOKS

GHOSTS GHOSTS 
and BULLIESBULLIES

Movie Agency

Halcyon International
2620 S. Maryland Parkway #970

Las Vegas, NV, 89109
Email: ray@halcyonpix.com

International Agency e Coordination

Plume Studio
Rome- Italy

info@plumestudio.it

Literary Agencies

Michael Meller Literary Agency GmbH
Landwehrstr. 17 80336 München

Fon: +49/89/36 63 71
Fax: +49/89/36 63 72

www.melleragency.com
info@melleragency.com

ALMOND ENTERTAINMENT 
BORN DIFFERENT

ALMOND ENTERTAINMENT
1626 Wilcox Avenue, Suite 107

Los Angeles,  Hollywood, California 90028
Email: info@almondent.com



BORN 
DIFFERENT!


